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Camera, Lights,
Dry Shampoo

Any given minute, 216,000 photos are sent to Instagram, 8,333 videos are
shared on Vine, 347,222 photos are sent on WhatsApp—while Facebook users
share 2.46 million pieces of content, and 277,000 tweets are published on
Twitter.

August! There are so many last-minute summer places to go, and so many selfie
opportunities along the way. There you are at the beach. Snap. With the family at Tahoe
for mom’s birthday. Smile! Enjoying Justin Timberlake’s concert? Gotcha! Checking
in at the Giants games and the 49ers pre-seasons: check and check. Strike a couple’s
pose at Trick Dog, Outside Lands, Napa, NOPA, North Beach—“natch”. Just say
“cheese,” and share.
Like it or not, looking good or not, if you’re in the frame, you’ll be Google-tagged
for all time.

Festival del Sole kicked off on Friday, July 11 with a magical evening at Castello di
Amorosa featuring the rock star of the classical music world, Joshua Bell. For Opening
Night, Bell and the Sphinx Virtuosi performed Vivaldi's Four Seasons. VIP patrons then
descended through Castello di Amorosa's candlelit caves for an elaborate feast in the
impressive barrel room. Dinner featured select vintages from Castello di Amorosa alongside a meal that showcased the deft French-inspired touch of Napa Valley Chef Shannon
Kelly. The 10-day festival featured world-class classical music, jazz, opera and ballet
along with curated culinary, wine and wellness adventures that celebrated the art of life.
On July 13, Napa Valley Festival del Sole hosted its annual Festival Gala at
Meadowood. The auction raised nearly $1.4 million to support critical funding for
arts education and community programs, in addition to the festival’s innovative
programming. More photos on www.nobhillgazette.com.
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WHEREVER WE GO, WE NEED TO BE CAMERA-READY.
We’ve been writing about our new century’s revolution in anti-aging treatments:
from Botox to Latisse to Voluma, from lasers to radio frequency machines. UVA/UVB
sunscreens prevent wrinkles and age spots, while the new BB (blemish balm) creams
blur facial imperfections. Our faces are ready for prime time.
What about our hair? Especially as we approach the gala season. The Bay Area is
now sprinkled with hundreds of blow-dry bars. Full service salons are even doubling
down with their own bars. Without much advance notice, and in about half an hour,
for $35 to $100, plus tip, a person can get great hair, infused with volume and shine
and spray, to last for three or four days, maybe more. That could enhance a dozen selfies—or a few red carpet photographs—right there.
But post-party or two, your blow-do will eventually turn dull and limp. And you
don’t always have time to wash your hair, and start styling from scratch, as you dash to
the next opening night. That’s not necessarily a problem, as you can gain another day
or two of your blown-out hairdo by simply spraying away the oily look—while adding
fresh volume and shine with one of the newest dry shampoos.

DON’T CALL IT SHAMPOO
When you finally have time to wet your head yourself, you’ll find that mom’s
“squeaky clean” is no longer the gold standard for clean, healthy hair. The hair washing
revolution features no lather, no suds, no froth, and no foam—which means no detergent. The new hair—um—cleaners, which are labeled as hair cleansing creams, balms,
and conditioners, all clean your hair, but they don’t get all foamed up about it. And
these new products are single-process wonders, combining cleansing, conditioning,
and texturizing all in one bottle or tube.
“Hair is a very delicate fiber, so by not putting detergent in it, you get better
results,” says Michael Gordon, founder of Bumble & Bumble (B & B) and inventor of
the first foam-free hair cleanser. The foam-free products gently clean hair of build-up
without stripping color or shine, so your locks look better longer, and actually become
healthier. It’s just hard to get over not having that “squeak” or the reassurance of foamy
suds, which lets you know the product is doing its cleansing work.
B & B opened the “no soap” door, and the other major hair beauty brands paraded
right in. Just Bing or Google “low-foam shampoos,” or something similar, and you will
most likely find your favorite brand’s version. Better yet, talk to your personal “hairgician” in person about the best non-sudsing brands for your hair type. Most of all,
don’t stress about your après summer tresses or opening night close
up. Even on a bad day, you can now have a good hair day. Pose, snap,
and post (at www.nobhillgazette.com, of course)! ■
Sandra J. Swanson writes about fashions in food, culture, travel, gardening,
and yachting. Send her your thoughts and photos at twitter.com/chicniche.
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Giving Up Privacy
For Security?
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ell before 9/11 and the current and ongoing debate between the
roles of freedom and security in our society, 350 years ago philosopher Thomas Hobbes wrestled with these same issues. Hobbes’s classic 1651 work, Leviathan, discussed the “social contract”—the
notion that individuals have consented to give up some freedoms
and live under the authority of a government, so their remaining rights can be protected.
To Hobbes, on one side of the continuum was complete freedom—a pre-government,
“every man for himself” state of nature. On the other side was complete security—where
an authoritarian state would maintain total order over its subjects.
In 1689, John Locke wrote that each person had a natural-born right to defend his life,
health, liberty, and possessions, a concept that later took root in our American Declaration
of Independence with the pronouncement that all of us have inalienable rights, among
them “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” In 1755, Benjamin Franklin leaned toward
the freedom side of the debate, saying that those who sacrifice liberty for security
deserve neither. And in 1762, Jean-Jacques Rousseau also wrote on this topic in his
book, The Social Contract.
Hundreds of years later, we still wrestle with striking the right balance between freedom and security. What would these philosophers say about the CIA, the NSA, and the
TSA? About surveillance drones, wiretaps, and red-light cameras? What would they think
of Edward Snowden? While French novelist Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr said in 1849 that
“the more things change, the more they stay the same,” in 1964 Bob Dylan sang,“The
times they are a’changin.” Could they both be right?
One “sign of the times” is reflected by the fact that the CIA is now on Twitter. The first
CIA “tweet,” fittingly enough, read, “We can neither confirm nor deny that this is our first
tweet.” Who knew that the CIA had a sense of humor? In all seriousness, however, since
9/11, we must continually ask ourselves whether we are striking the right balance
between freedom and security.
Most would agree that for military purposes and in foreign lands, clandestine anti-terrorism operations are a necessity. But what about here at home? Domestically, lawenforcement air surveillance and aerial photography have been undertaken in California
cities, sometimes without the knowledge or consent of the local jurisdiction. If this helps
with crime-fighting, does that make it okay, or have certain rights of privacy and freedom
been improperly worn away in our never-ending and understandable desire to be safe?
One of the latest controversies has been that license plates are now being automatically photographed via cameras mounted on police cars and telephone poles, and the information—including dates, times, and locations—is being entered into databases for law
enforcement purposes. Private surveillance firms are getting in on the action and selling
their data to law enforcement, to automobile repossession specialists (“repo-men”), and
for other purposes. San Mateo State Senator Jerry Hill introduced legislation that would
have required certain safeguards regarding the use of license plate information, but the
proposal did not obtain legislative approval.
Additionally, our State Supreme Court recently approved the use of evidence obtained
by a red-light camera to find a driver guilty of running a red light, even though the camera’s accuracy and reliability cannot be established. Because the computer controlling the
camera automatically generated a photographic image, there is no “statement” made by a
person that can be objected to on the grounds of “hearsay.”
Lest we forget the sentient computer, HAL, in 2001: A Space Odyssey, care must be
taken not to cede too much authority over our lives to inanimate objects such as computers and cameras, no matter how impressive their artificial intelligence might be. And our
love-hate relationship with government and the extent of its role in our lives must continue, in order to ensure the right balance between freedom and security.
Perhaps this caution in the movie, Footloose, said it best: “Careful what you do, someone’s on to you. Careful what you say, ‘cause you’re on display, every night and every day.
Somebody’s hiding in the great unknown, and every time you think that you’re alone,
somebody’s eyes are watching . . . .”
Whether those eyes are watching us, or they are watching out for us,
is something to carefully monitor so that we can maintain the right levels of liberty and safety in an increasingly complicated world. ■
Brad Hertz is an attorney and partner at The Sutton Law Firm, which specializes in political and election law in the Bay Area and throughout the state.
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